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Chart pattern analysis, often thought
of as part science part art is a key element
in many traders decision process.
Common patterns like double tops and
bottoms are somewhat self-fulfilling,
given that most of us can see these
patterns occurring. Measures of what
consititues a double top or bottom in
good analytical terms we’ll save for
another article. In this this article we are
focussing on two of my favorite chart
patterns; Flags and Pennants
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Flags and pennants are generally
considered continuation patterns as they
breakout in the prevailing trend direction.
They represent a brief pause especially
after a steep run up in an active ticker.
They are a fairly common and useful for
short term trading.
Bullish Flags - formation
Lower tops and lower bottoms bounded
by two parallel trendlines with pattern
slanting against the prevailing trend are
considered bull flags (figure 1).

Flags and Pennants are Consolidation
or Continuation Patterns
These patterns break out in the
direction of the previous trend,
confirming the existing trend, suggesting
that investors are considering whether
the market is overbought or oversold
but ultimately deciding to confirm the
existing trend. Flags and pennants are of
two types, bullish or bearish

Figure 1. Bullish flag pattern
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Bearish Flags - formation
Higher tops and higher bottoms
bounded by two parallel trendlines
March
2002against the
with pattern
slanting
prevailing trend are considered bear
flags. (figure 2).

Figure 2. Bearish flag pattern
Elements of bullish flags

• A rapid and steep price rise of
around 20% from bottom of the pole
to top.
•
Decreasing volume during the
formation of the flag.
• Breakout occurs to the upside with
resumption of increase volume levels.
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Figure 3. Whole Foods Market, Inc (WFMI) bullish flag
•

Figure 3 shows WFMI classic
Flag length excluding the pole
bullish
flag breakout on increased
should be around 10 days, can be less
volume
note
the pole length is 20% +
but not more than 20 days.
of the price action and the diminishing
Bulkowski noted that the high and volume on the flag.
tight flag performed best. (source
Encyclodpedia of Chart Patterns by Elements of bearish flags
Thomas Bulkowski).
• A rapid and steep price decline of
Some 25% of the patterns are around 20% from top of the pole to
horizontal notes Markos Katsanos. bottom.
(source Measuring Flags & Pennants: • Decreasing volume during the
Technical Analysis of Stocks and formation of the flag.
Commodities vol 23 no 4)
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Figure 5. Bullish pennant pattern

Figure 6. Bearish pennant pattern
Elements of bullish pennants

Figure 4. Monster Worldwide (MNST) bearish flag
• Breakout occurs to the downside
with resumption of increase volume
levels.
• Flag length excluding the pole
should be around 10 days, can be less
but not more than 20 days.

Bullish Pennants - formation
Pennants look very much like symmetrical triangles, on the end of a
pole, typically they are smaller in size
and duration (figure 5).

Figure 4 shows MNST classic Bearish Pennants - formation
bearish flag breakout on increased
volume note the pole length is 20% +
An upside down bullish pennant,
of the price action and the diminishing
the
triangle is at the bottom of the
volume on the flag.
pole. (figure 6).

• A rapid and steep price rise of
around 20% from bottom of the pole
to top.
•
Decreasing volume during the
formation of the pennant.
• Pennants look like symmetrical
triangles on a pole, price action is
converging.
• Diminishing volume as pennant
forms.
• Breakout to the upside with resumption of volume levels.
• Pennant length excluding the pole
should be around 10 days, can be less
but not more than 20 days.
Figure 7 shows CDW classic bullish
pennant breakout on increased volume.
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How do you trade flags and pennants?
Katsanos study of Flags and pennants revealed
that the average breakout was 45% over an average
period of 11 days. Bulkowski noted a 63% average
gain. to trade these breakouts, set tight stops at low of
day before breakout and use trailing stops once
breakout occurs.

March 2002

Target prices are more difficult to predict as these
are continuation patterns, but after 11 days you are
beyond the average move in days.
AIQ tip
Once a breakout occurs, use AIQ space on right of
the chart (rtalerts only) and advance 11 days into the
future. Draw a trendline parallel to the pole trend
from the breakout point.
AIQ Chart Pattern Recognition
AIQ Chart Pattern Recognition add-on module to
AIQ TradingExpert Pro is an automated chart pattern
detection service that automatically identifies technical
chart patterns in price charts. This service identifies
dozens of new chart patterns every day across many
markets, providing a trader with a host of new trading
opportunities that would otherwise go undetected.
Patterns are also stored historically for back testing.
More info at
http://www.aiqsystems.com/chartpatterns.htm
Signup now for $20/mo. at
http://aiqsystems.com/store/page14.html

Figure 7. CDW Computer Centers (CDW) bullish pennant
Pennants look like symmetrical • Pennant length excluding the pole
triangles on a pole, price action is should be around 10 days, can be less
but not more than 20 days.
• A rapid and steep price drop of converging.
around 20% from top of the pole to • Diminishing volume as pennant
forms.
bottom.
Breakout to the downside with
•
Decreasing volume during the •
resumption of volume levels.
formation of the pennant.
Elements of bearish pennants
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AIQ Webinars 2008

Pairs Trading: Reducing Risks in an Uncertain Market
Presented by Steve Palmquist
a live web seminar April 2nd at 1:00pm Eastern.
Drawing on his 20 years experience as a full time trader, this webinar provides specific
trading tips and techniques to improve results and new information and trading setups
based on current market activity. Specific topics are geared to the current action in the
market and include:

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö

How different market conditions require different trading strategies
Pairing long and short trades in specific market conditions can reduce risks and generate profits.
Specific stock patterns to look for when pairing trades to hedge against market volatility.
Setting stop loss points.
Setting profit targets.
Best type of orders for managing trades.
Determining appropriate position sizing.
Using trade entry risk strategy to prioritize setups.
How to reduce risks and improve profits by selecting entry points.
How to find suitable pairing setups using EDS.

Sign up now and take advantage of a special discount
price only $129
http://www.aiqsystems.com/stevepairstrading.htm
STOCK DATA MAINTENANCE

The following table shows stock splits:
Stock
Ticker Split
Corus Entertainment CJR
2:1
Micros Systems
MCRS 2:1
Public Service
PEG
2:1
JA Solar
JASO
3:1
Woodward Governor WGOV 2:1

Approx. Date
02/04/08
02/04/08
02/04/08
02/07/08
02/14/08

S&P 500 Changes

MARCH EARNINGS CALENDAR

The following table shows some
major stocks earnings dates
Stock
3Com
Walgreen
Deutsche Bank
ConAgra Foods
Texas Industries
Williams Sonoma

Ticker
COMS
WAG
DB
CAG
TXI
WSM

Time
After Mkt
Before Mkt
not avail
Before Mkt
not avail
Before Mkt

Date
03/24/08
03/24/08
03/26/08
03/27/08
03/27/08
03/27/08

Changes to the S&P 500 Index
No changes

AIQ updates the S&P 500 groups and sectors on a
regular basis, to find out more visit
http://www.aiqsystems.com/lists.htm
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Options Hunter Two-day Seminar
Presented by Dale Wheatley, The Options Hunter
May 15 & 16, 2008 Hilton Hotel LAX, Los Angeles, CA
Day One - Discover the power of Dale Wheatley’s powerful option trading system and learn how to identify the
unique setup pattern that can lead to huge winners trading options. Dale will also identify the strong patterns setting up
and the best options to buy .

Day Two - Continuing with Dale’s option trading system attendees will also have a unique opportunity to watch how
the option picks from the first day unfold.
WHAT YOU’LL LEARN

Ö
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Why options offer you a great alternative investment
Limited risk, but unlimited potential!
The extraordinary power of compounding money
Goal Setting to determine your starting point and your desired results
Chart Analysis to determine the best patterns to achieve greatest % gains
Classroom examples of how to locate trades using end of day charts
The Power of group/Sector analysis
Interactive participation from group so that everyone will know what to do when they get home
When to buy Puts!
When to buy Calls!
How different markets can give us valuable insight into our own markets
Finding the best chart patterns to allow us to leverage this valuable insight using option
Why our risk becomes almost non-existent with the correct patterns and patience
What Stocks and Other Instruments To Trade
Risk Management How To Enter and Exit
Your Checklist
Keeping Records

- Workshop - Trade Examples and Chart Analysis
- Your Action Plan

Subscribers to the Options Hunter service, take advantage of a special discount price
only $1395 for this two-day event.
Call 1-800-332-2999 or visit http://www.theoptionshunter.com/optionshunter2day.htm
Not an Options Hunter subscriber? You can still attend this event for $1595
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